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Presented in this work is the biological characteristic of
gilt sardine. The investigation comprised: length, age, rate of
growth in length and weight, maturity of gonads and fecundity, food and intenshy of feeding.

INTRODUCTION
Gilt sardine - Sardinella aurita Cuv. et Val., 1847 - is one of the basic species of
Sardinella genus subjected to fishing. Beyond it, also important from industrial point of
view, are the species belonging to Sardinella eba (Cuv. et Val.) and Sardinella aurita
terrasae (Lozano).
Gilt sardine plays relatively important part in the world fishing and its catches particu
larly increasing in West-African waters. The results of investigation performed on this
species indicate that large reserves of it still exist in many regions, which so far have been
no substantially exploited or used by fishery.
According to data of FAO for 1958-1968, the highest catches of gilt sardine were
noted for 1964 (170 500 tons) against 59 400 tons only for 1958.
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This work was aimed for investigation of basic biological features of gilt sardine.
Subjected to investigation were the age, rate of growth, reproduction and fecundity, food
and feeding of this species.

MATERIAL AND METHOD
The materials used for this work comprised 13 434 pcs of gilt sardine collected during
1968-1970. They originated from industrial fishing carried out by Polish fishing ships
belonging to ,,Odra" Swinoujscie and ,,Gryf' Szczecin. The materials of April 1968 were
offered by dr A. Klimaj from MIR (Institute of Sea Fisheries). The quantity of particular
samples and the time and place of catches are given in tab. 1.
Table 1
Summary of collected material

Date
22 IV 1968
15 IX 1968

Region ·Of fishing
°

°

°

°

15 57'N-16 53'W
21 41'N-17 28'W
°

153

°

°

212

°

°

76

°

°

76

°

°

190

°

°

170

°

°

821

°

285

°

°

160

°

°

7 992

°

°

2 353

20 22'N-17 37'W

28 II 1969

14 17'N-17 25'W

5 IV 1969
16 V 1969
9 VI 1969
21-22 VII 1969

21 10'N-17 25'W
20 40'N-17 20'W
24 40'N-15 30'W
16 25'N-16 43'W
23? oo'N-11 oo·w

21, 27 VIII 1969
18 IX 1969

177
21 32'N-17 30'W

332

20 XI 1969
24, 27 V 1970

16 38'N-16 43'W

11 VI 1970

17 03'N-16 40'W

Total

92

°

17 43'N-16 21'W

1 II 1969
18 III 1969

100
245

8 xn 1968
24 I 1969

Number of specimen

13 434

The length of fish was measured with an accuracy up to 0,5 cm. Two lengths were
determined, viz.: longitudo totalis -'-- used thenafter for all length and growth summaries,
and longitudo caudalis - used thenafter for comparison of the present results with those
of other authorswho used the same length.
The weight of gilt sardine was determined with an accuracy up to 5 g; weighed was the
fish as whole and the fish without entrails.
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The scales used for determination of age and rate of growth, were taken from the
locality situated between the caudal and dorsal fins along the golden lateral strip. It must
be underlined that the scales of gilt sardine are not very illegible and clear and numberous
additional false annulus are present. This necessitated the analysis of several scales from
each specimen to minimize the probability of error. In determination of age and rate of
growth the otoliths and opercular bones, were used additionally as their legibility is lower
than of scales, while the scales were used as basic material.
The fecundity of gilt sardine was determined by weighing method based on the female
gonads of IV. and V. maturity stage according to Maier's scale. For deterrµi.nation of
alimentary tracts filling assumed the 5-grade scale (0 to 4) and theindex of filling was
calculated as relationship of foodweight to the weight of a fish.
The· composition of food was determined by the analysis of content in alimentary
tracts. The participation of particular food components is presented according to the
frequency of its occurence.

HYDROLOGIC FEATURES OF INVESTIGATED REGION
The region, where the examined fishes were caught, comprises North African shelf
between the estuary of Rio de Oro river in the north, down to Cap Verde in the south,
what according to Klimaj (1968) is the part of Second Fishing Region. This region
remains under constant influence of the trade wind, particularly in spring - summer
season. The cold currents of Canary Islands occuring in this region are also assigned to an
activity of these winds. The temperature of surfacial waters oscillates between
°
°
°
°
17 C-21 C and its salinity from 35,5 /00 to 36,7 /oo
The width of shelf in Second Fishing Region is 35 to 40 Nm. The bottom of fishing
grounds is mainly of sandy or sandmuddy type; only in coastal regions of Cap Barbas,
Cap Blanc and Cap Timiris are appearing the stones and coral rocks (up to 30-120 m
in depth).
Owing to an increased activity of trade wind the ,,upwelling" is occuring at investiga
ted shelf during the spring-summer season and the waters cold and rich in biogenic salts
are brought-up from the depth of 300-400 m during such phenomenon.
0

RESULTS
Length
The length analysis of gilt sardine was based on the measurements of 13 434 fishes.
During 1968, the largest fishes \,Vere caught in April and the smallestin September, while
during 1969, the largest fishes w�re caught at the end of February, in July and September
and the smallest in May. The length distribution of fishes caught in May was distinctly
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differing from the length distribution of fishes caught during the remaining months. This
may be attributed to the fact that the sample from May was caught furthermost to North
and East. According to the results obtained by Promrov (1960) the smallest and the least
growing gilt sardines cumulate in the waters situated nearer to the coast, i.e. furthermost
towards the East.
On Fig.I is presented the length distribution of gilt sardine caught in the particular
years of the investigated period. It is seen that for 1968 the most numberously represen
ted was the length class of 33 cm, for 1969 - of 34 cm, while for 1970 - dominated the
gilt sardines of length 35 cm. It is apparent from analysis of Fig.l that during the
subsequent years of examined period, the fishes caught were larger. This is particularly
distinct in length distribution of fish caught in 1970 when about 85% were grouped
within the five length classes: from 33 to 37 cm.
%
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Fig. 1. Length distribution of gilt sardine for particular years
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Fig.2 presents the length distribution for the w:10Ie material investigated with conside
ration of sex. It is seen that dominated the class 35 cm and the extent of length ranged
between 18 and 41 cm. In lower length classes (below 35 cm) dominated generally the
males while in class 35 cm and higher - the females. The range of length for males
amounted to 21-40 cm and for females - 18-41 cm.
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Fig. 2. Length distribution of gilt sardine for all material collected

Age
The age was determined according to the scales of 2836 gilt sardines; part of the
Tesults was verified against the otoliths and opercular bones. The results of age determina
tion for the particular investigated years are presented on Fig.3.
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Fig. 3. Age composition of gilt sardine for particular years and all material

During 1968 distinctly dominated the 4-year specimen; in 1969 dominated also the
4-year specimen, while the quantity of 3-year specimen was only negligently lower. The
participation of 5-year specimen was similiar to 1968 but dominating in 1970. For the
whole material examined dominated the 4-year specimen with negligently lower participa
tion of 3-year specimen and distinctly lower quantity of 5-year specimen. These
3 age-groups represented about 90% of the total examined fishes.
According to the changes of age composition for paricular investigated years, the gilt
sardine of 1965, which formey the third age group in 1968, fourth in 1969 and fifth in
1970, may be considered as relatively strong generation for the examined period, owing
to its high participation in catches of the three subsequent years. Next generation were
weaker, but the generation ofl967 seams to be near to the generation ofl965. Such
conclusions should, however, be taken with certain reserve owing to considerable short
perio� of the investigation.
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Rate of growth
For correct determination of age and rate of growth, an estimation of period for
annulus formation on scale is of considerable importance. Such estimation is difficult in
case of gilt sardine, because it scales are very illegible and covered with additional false
annulus.
As during 1969 the gilt sardines were fished nearly during all months, the percent of
fish possessing the annulus on edge of scale was calculated in particular monthly samples.
The highest percent of such scales were noted in August and slightly less in June and
November.
On Fig.4 are presented the average lengths attained by 3-6 years gilt sardines in
subsequent months of 1969, separately for each age group. Worth noting is the compa
rison of lengths, which the particular age groups are attaining at the beginning and end of
a year, i.e. in January and November. Only the 3-year individuals are attaining larger
length in November than in January (by 1 mm only). while the average length of the
remaining age groups for November, is distinctly lower than for January. Such difference
in length amounts to 9 mm for 4-year individuals, 10 mm for 5-year and 15 mm for
6-year individuals.
1.t.
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Fig. 4. Average length of various age-groups for particular months of 1969

Comparing the average length attained by age-groups during particular months, it is
noted that the average lengths for subsequent months differ relatively negligently, with
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exception of those attained in May and August when rapid decrease of length is noted in
comparison to April and July. If the sample of May shall be considered as not represen
ting because comprises the smallest and the slowest in growth gilt sardines (specified
under headline "Length") then the decrease of length in August may be explained as
follows: assuming that in most cases the annulus is formed on scale during August
(according to observation results of scales with an"nulus at the edge), it must be admitted
that a fish examined during this month is calculated to one-year older age-group than
a fish of July. Thus, the length of 4-year individual from August shall be close to the
length of 3-year individual from July. In other words, the gilt sardines of particular age
groups are transitting to one-year older age group during July-August. The observation
results of the scales with annulus at edge are, thus, supported and the apparent decrease
in length for January - November, within the particular age groups, is explained.
Basing on the above mentioned assumptions, it may be stated that, the period of
annulus formation on scales of gilt sardine comprises the months from June to November
and its peak prevails for August.
For determination of gilt sardine rate of length growth assumed in this work the back
calculation method of Dahl-Lea; it was therefore necessary to check if between the
growth of scale oral radius (on which the rate of growth was calculated) and the growth
of gilt sardine length exists the direct proportion in compliance to the assumed method.
For this purpose, the total length (longitudo totalis) and the size of oral radius scale were
measured on 67 6 gilt sardines.
mm

R
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Fig. 5. Relationship of gilt sardine total length (L) to scale oral radius (R)
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The results of such measurements as the points corresponding to partial average, are
presented on Fig.5; the coefficient of correlation was calculated and the equation for
direct regression made according to formula of Romanowski (1952).
The calculated value of correlation coefficient (r = 0,996) proves that the oral radius
of scale and the total length of gilt sardine are in strict linear interrelation and the straight
obtained according to equation of regression (R = 0,185 lL+0,0006) is intersecting the
axis R at minimal distance from the centre of coordinates arrangement. Therefore, the
interrelation discussed may be assumed as directly proportional and the method of
Dahl-Lea may be used for back calculations of gilt sardine growth without any correc
tion.
The rate of length growth was based on the back. calculations of scales from
2458 fishes. On Fig.6 presented the average rate of growth for the particular age groups.
The slowest in growth were the 2-year and 7-year individuals and the quickest were the
3-year individuals. The differences in rate of growth for particular age groups are not
exceedingly high and maximum difference for the second year of life between the length
of 2- and 3-year individuals amounts to 3,9 cm.
I.I.
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Fig. 6. Rate of length growth for particular age-groups
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Presented in Tab.2 are the average lengths of females and males for the subsequent
years of life. The differences.are very negligent and do not exceed 0,5 cm.
Table 2
Length growth rate of gilt sardine males and females
Average length (l.t.) in cm
Sex

Age
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Females

Males

Total

16,6

16,8
23,0
27,8
31,4
34,0
35,7
37,5

16,7
22,9
27,8
31,4
34,1
36,1
37,3

22,9
27,7
31,4
34,2
36,3
37,l

=

Lt.

,o

30

20

I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

von &rtalanffy's method

. ""

Fig. 7. Comparison of gilt sardine rate of growth calculated according to back reading method and equ
ation ofvon Bertalanffy
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On Fig.7 presented the average rate of gilt sardine growth calculated by the method of
back calculations and by equation of von Bertalanffy. It should be noted that the para
meters of this equation were calculated without consideration of the length attained
during the first year of life. Otherwise, the results obtained from equation of von Berta
lanffy for the first years of life would considerably differ from the results obtained by the
method of back calculations. The parameters of von Bertalanffy's equation obtained on
the basis of the results of back calculation represent the following values:
L00 = 40,7 cm
t 0 = -0,6283
K = 0,326
Finally, the equation of von Bertalanffy calculated for gilt sardine assumes the following
formula:
lt = 40,7[1-e·0,326(t+0,6283)]
It may be ascertained from Fig.7 that, the results obtained from equation of von Berta
lanffy are nearly covering with the results of back calculations. The growth of length is
characteristic in relatively large increment during the first year of life and is decreasing
successively during the following years.
In comparison of the present results with these of other authors (Postel,RossignoI
after, Michonski (1964) who investigated the rate of growth of gilt sardine of Senegal and
Congo region', it may be noted that the results differ negligently. However, the results of
Navaro (after Michonski (1964)) relating to sardine from Canary Islands and the results of
El Maghraby, Botros and Soliman (1970) for the region of Mediterranean Sea prove that
in these regions the rate of growth of gilt sardine is distinctly slower than for the
North-West African shelf.
An interrelation between the length and weight of gilt sardine was determined
according to generally accepted formula:
W = aLn
where:
- weight
W
- length
L
a and n - coefficients.
The coefficients a and n were calculated by the least squar� method based on the
measurements of total length (l.t.) and body weight of 3089 gilt sardines with application
of the formulas of Lagler (1959). The final form of interrelation between the length and
weight'of gilt sardine body is presented thus:
W = 0 01648 L2 , 8386

'

Graphically, the interrelation is presented on Fig.8.
The rate of weigth growth was calculated on the basis of the above discussed inter
relation and is presented on Fig.9. It is seen that the curve for the rate of weight growth
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have ,,S" shape which is. characteristic for majority of fish. This rate is slower during the
first years of life, accellerates later on and decreases again towards the end of life.
w

600

...
...

'""

Fig. 8. Length - weight relationship

Maturity of gonads and fecundity
For determination of maturity stage of gonads used the scale of Maier and the
coefficient of gonads maturity (weight of gonads expressed in percent of fish body
weigi'it). By Maier's scale, the stage of gonad maturity was determined for 3 406 gilt
sardines.
In the materials of 1968, the gonads of examined fish were in I to- iV stage of maturity
acc. to Maier's scale, No spawning or spent fishes were noted.
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In June and July 1969 majority of examined fishes possessed already the matured
gonads 01 stage of Maier's scale) and the first spawning and spent individuals (VI and
VII stage of gonad maturity) were observed in August. In September, the number of
spawning and spent individuals was distinctly higher.
During 1970, the spawning gonads of gilt sardine males were observed already in May,
while in June the spawning gonads possessed both the males and females.
Generally, basing on the analysis of material for the whole investigated period, it is
ascertained that the spawning period of gilt sardine is widely distributed in time. The
spawning fishes were noted during the period from May to November. Considering that
during some years the matured fish (V stage of gonads maturity) appeared already in
January, it is apparent that the period of sardine spawning is more spread in time than it
could be as.sumed according to monthly samples within which the spawning fish was
noted.
1

weip1

SOO

400

300

Uill

...
.· Fig. 9. Weight growth of gilt sardine

The coefficient of gonads maturity was calculated for 1933 fishes by the formula:
q =__g_· 100

G
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where:
coefficient of gonads maturity,
q
g
weight of gonads,
G - weight of fish.
To avoid an error which could be caused by various index of alimentary tract filling,
the fish weight without entrails was used for the calculation of the above mentioned
coefficient.
'l
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On Fig. 10 are presented, in form of the curve, the changes of coefficient value of
gonads maturity for the period from December 1968 to November 1969. The coefficient
attains the highest values towards the end of February in June and July and the lowest in December, at the beginning of February and in May.
The collected materials tend to indicate that the gilt sardine spawns probably twice in
a year, i.e. towards the end of winter and during the summer-autumn season. The peak
values of the coefficient of gonads maturity support such conclusion. The lack of
spawning fishes in winter and spring samples could result due to fishing in this period
beyond the spawning regions. The presence of matured fish in January also indirectly
supports the conclusion on spring spawning of the gilt sardine.
The opinions of other authors on sardine spawning period are divided. Postel and
Rossignol (after Biriukov (1960)) are of the opinion that the gilt sardines spawn once in
a year. Probatov (1960), Body, Olampagnat and Conand (1969) give two periods of gilt
sardine spawning, i.e. early spring and summer-autumn season.
The fecundity of gilt sardine was determined by weighing method of gonads of
45 females in IV and V maturity stage according to Maier's scale. In Tab. 3 presented the
absolute fecundity calculated for the particular length classes. It may be seen that, in
females accounted to the same length class, are noted very wide individual oscillations of
absolute fecundity what generally is a typical phenomenon also for other species of fish.
Table 3
Absolute fecundity of gilt sardine in particular length-classes
Length-classes
(cm)
28-30
30-32
32-34
34-36
36-38
38-40

Number
of specimen
3
1
10
18
11

2

Average fecundity
(thous.)
49,6
69,2
138,7
164,1
157,8
133,8

Individual
deviations
28,6- 62,1
68,6-278,6
89,8-296,6
82,7-303,0
117,3-150,4

Food and Feeding
The composition of gilt sardine food was determined according to analysis of alimen
tary tracts content of 64 gilt sardines caught in May and June 1970. As the food in
majority of cases was strongly digested, no possibility existed for application of numerical
or weighing method to calculate the participation of particular food ·components.
Therefore, for the determination of gilt sardine food composition was used the method of
frequency of occurence.
On Fig.11 presented the occurence frequency· of particular food components. The
most important are Cyclopoida, Euphausiacea, Calanoida and Harpacticoida, what proves
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that the crustacean plankton is the basic food of gilt sardine. The bottom organisms such
as molluscs and echinoderms were appearing in lower quantities within the examined
alimentary tracts.
Similar results on gilt sardine food obtained Semenova (1960). According to this
author, the most frequently occuring food component of gilt sardine was Copepoda,
while the benthos organisms were· appearing in negligent number of the examined fishes.
The intensity of gilt sardine feeding was determined by the alimentary tracts filling
according to the assumed 5-grade scale. The filling of stomachs was determined in
2781 gilt sardines and it shows distinct oscillation for the particular months. The smallest
filling was noted for November, December and January and the highest for July.
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Fig. 11. Food composition of gilt sardine estimated by frequency of appearance

An estimation of alimentary tracts filling by the assumed scale is considerably
subjective and the obtained results may possess certain error. Therefore, the index of
filling was calculated for 346 gilt sardines caught between December 1968 and Novem
ber 1969, which is expressed by weight relation of food to fish. The average values of this
index are presented in form of the curve on Fig. 12.
The lowest values of filling index prevail for November, December and January and
the highest for May and July; thus, the results obtained are covering with the results of
alimentary tracts filling estimated by means of the assumed scale.
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Fig. 12. Changes in index of filling for particular months

CONCLUSIONS
1. The length of examined gilt sardine oscillated from 18 to 41 cm and dominated the
length class of 35 cm. The age of gilt sardine was between 2 and 7 years; dominating was
the age group of 4-year individuals with equally high participation of 3- and 5-year
individuals.
2. The annulus starts forming on gilt sardine scale during the period June - November
and its peak may be observed in August.
3. An. interrelation between the oral radius of scale and total length (Lt.) of gilt
sardine is very near to direct proportional and therefore, the method of Dahl-Lea for the
back calculations of growth rate could be assumedwithout any corrections.
4. The rate of length growth was highest during the first year of life and was gradually
decreasing during the subsequent years. The rate of weight growth is increasing until the
4th year of life, decreasing slowly during the next years and accellerates thenafter.
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5. The spawning period of gilt sardines prevails probably twice during a year, i.e.
towards the end of winter and during the summer - autumn season.
6. The absolute fecundity for the examined fishes oscillated between ab. 29 OOO to
ab. 303 OOO eggs. Noted wide individual differences within the same length classes.
7. The food of gilt sardine comprises mainly the crustacean plankton ( Cyclopoida,
Euphausiacea, Co.lanoida, Harpacticoida) The bottom organisms were encountered in
relative negligent number of examined fishes.
8. The intensity of gilt sardine feeding is subject to distinct oscillation in annual cycle.
The lowest was observed towards the end of autumn and at the beginning of winter
(November, December, January) and the highest - during spring and summer (May
and July).
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Translated: Irena Kliche
CHARAKTERYSTYKA BIOLOGICZNA SARDYNELI SARDINELLA AURITA
CUV. ET VAL. 1847 Z t.OWISK POt.NOCNO-ZACHODNIEJ AFRYKI
Streszczenie
Niniejsze opracowani!;l ma na celu ustalenie podstawowych wfasciwosci biologicznych sardyneli
Sardinellaaurita Cuv. et Val. 1847. Ogolem zbadano 13 434 ryby, zl'owione w okresie 1968-1970 na
lowiskach szelfu Polnocno-Zachodniej Afryki.
Dlugosc badanych sardyneli wynosifa od 18 do 41 cm (l.t.) aw'iek- od 2 do 7 lat Pierscien
roczny zaklada si� na lusce w okresie czerwieo-listopad, a najwi�ksze nasilenie tego procesu zaobser
wowano w sierpniu.
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Poniewaz zaleznosc pomiydzy d!ugosciq calkowitq sr.rdyneli a oralnym promieniem jej luski jest
bardzo zblizona do zaleznosci wprost proporcjonalnej, do wstecznych obliczen tempa wzrostu
dlugosci zastosowano metod<;l Dahl-Lea. Tempo wzrostu dl:ugosci jest najszybsze w pierwszyrn roku
zycia, a w nastypnych latach przyrosty dlugosci zrnniejszajq sii:;. Wzrost ci1,1zaru, ustalony na
podstawie zaleznosci pornic:.,dzy dl:ugosciq a ciyzarem cial:a, jest najszybszy w 3-cim i 4-tym roku
zycia, natomiast w latach poprzednich i nast<;lpnych tempo wzrostu ci1,1zaru jest wolniejsze.
Okres tarla sardyneli przypada prawdopodobnie 2 razy w roku: w kori.cu zimy i w okresie letnio
jesiennym. Zaobserwowano duze wahania indywidualne plodnosci absolutnej samic sardyneli
w obrybie tych samych klas dl:ugosci.
Glownym skladnikiem pokarmu sardyneli jest plankton skorupiakowy (Cyclopoida, Euphausiacea,
Calanoida, Harpacticoida). Organizmy denne spotykane byl:y rzadziej i w mniejszych ilosciach.
Najwyzsz<1 intensywnosc zerowania sardyneli stwierdzono w maju i lipcu, a najnizsz<1 - w listopadzie,
grudniu i styczniu.
E!IIO.llOrll!qECKAR XAPAKTEPli!C TJ/lKA CAP,Z\J/lHEJIJibl SARDINELLA AURITA
CUV.ET VAL 1847 PAHOHOB .llOB A CEBEP0-3AITA,Z\HOW A�P!IIKfil

Pe a10M e
HacTOHillaH pa6oTa MMeeT CBOel1! uen:r,ro ycTaHOBl1lTJ, OCHOBHble OMOJIOrJll�eCKJ,ie
oco6eHHOCTM cap.n;mHeJIJTh! Sardinella aurita Cuv et Val.1847. B 06111el1! CJIOlK
c 1968 TIO
HOCTJ1l ll!CCJI6,l(OBaJIY.l 13. 43�. 3:H:3. pb!dbl • Bb!JIOBJieHHOiil B nep,'!0,11
r. B paiiloHaX JIOBa rneJI:r,Wa CeBepo-Sana,llHOM AwpliKM.
1970
�Jll1!Ha MCCJie,11yell!b!X 3K38MITJIHpOB cap,llll!H8J!Jll,! COCTaBJIHJia OT 18 .n;o 41 CM
(l.t.), a B03paCTJ, - OT 2 .n;o 7 JieT. ro,11M�HOe KOJ!bUO oopasyeTCH Ha �ernye
B M�He-HOHOpe, a HaMOOJU,illaff MHT8HCll!WJ/lKaUMH 3TOro rrpouecca OTMe�aJiac:r,
B
aBrycTe Mecaue.
TaK KaK saBli!CJ/IMOCTJ, 11!8lK.liY o6meti .Zl,Jil'IHOiil cap.zI.ll!HeJIJibl l/l opaJII,Hb!M pa;n;MyCOM
ee �ernyM O'leHJ, 6JI!i!3Ka R Ilf!MO nporropuMOHam,HOM' }.iJIH o6paTHb!X
BbJll:J/lCJ!6Hli!Y!
T6MTia pOCTa ,llJ!l/lHbl np!tiMeHMJIM M6TO;n; �aan:r,-.lleH. TeMn pocTa .Zl,JIMHbl 6oJiee BblCOKJ/liil B rrepBOM ro.n;y lKM3Hl/l, a B TIOCJI6.ZI.YIDI11Me rO.Zl,bl rrpMpOCT ,l(Jll/lHbl
yMeH:r,rnaeTCH. YBeJIM'l6HMe Beca, orrpe,n;eJI8HHOe Ha OCHOBe saBll!CMMOCTM MeE,n;y
,l(J!MHOl1!
M BecoM Tena npoTeKaeT 6�cTpee B 3 m 4 ro.n;ax �M3HM, a B rrpe,ZU,1�y111me rO'Abl,
a TaK�e III B TIOCJie,n;yro�Me, TeMn pOCTa Beca HBJIH8TCH 6onee M8,llJ16HHhlM.
HepecT cap�MHeJIJTh! npomcxO'AlllT, BepoHTHO, 'ABa pasa B ro'A: B KOHUe 3ll!Mbl
l/l B JI8TH6-0C8HHJILij nep�o.n;. 0TMeqeHbl 60JIJ,Wllle lllH,l(MBlll'AYaJlbHble ROJie6aHl/lH a6COJIIDTHO� TIJ!O,l(OBMTOCTM caMOK cap�ll!H6J!Jlbl B rpaHll!UaX 0.ZI.H!IIX lll Tex �e pasMe
pOB ll!X TeJia.
0CHOBHblM KOMTIOHeHTOM KOpMa cap,n;MH8J1Jlbl HBJ!ff8TCH paK006pa3HblY! TIJiaHKTOH
(Cyclopoida, Euphausiacea, Calanoida, Harpacticoida).
noHHhle opraHIII3Mli! BCTpeqaJIHCD pexe M B M8HnilleM KOJIM'l6CTBe. CaMaH BhlCO
KaH lllHT8HCHBHOCTb Haryna cap,ll;ll!H8JIJibl OTMe'leHa B Mae MB ll!IOJie, a CaMaH Hll!3KaH - B HOH6pe, .n;eKa6pe !II HHBape.
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